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Disclaimer

The information in this White Paper is subject to change or update and should not be construed as
a commitment, promise or guarantee about the future availability of services related to the use of
the tokens or to their future performance or value by Tangled Team or any other individual or
organization mentioned in this white paper.

The document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It does not
constitute or form part of and should not be construed as any offer for sale or subscription of or any
invitation to buy or subscribe to any securities, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of or be
relied upon in any connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. Tangled Team
expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any
kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from reliance on any information contained in the white
paper, any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or any action resulting therefrom.

This is not financial advice or a recommendation to buy. It is strictly informational. Do not trade or
invest in any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any investment
involves substantial risks, including, but not limited to, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the
potential complete loss of principal. Investors should conduct independent due diligence, with
assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, on topics discussed in this document
and develop a standalone judgment of the relevant markets prior to making any investment
decision.

We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate and reliable.
However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether expressed or
implied. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or
accuracy. They are based upon select public market data and reflect prevailing conditions and our
view to date, all of which are accordingly subject to change without notice. The graphs, charts and
other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or
visual aids can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is
made that these will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other
visual aid can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.

The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference,
forward-looking statements, which would include any statements that are not statements of
historical fact. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such
forward-looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this document
are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions. These
forward-looking statements may turn out to be wrong and can be affected by inaccurate
assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, most of which are
beyond control. It can be expected that some or all of such forward-looking assumptions will not
materialize or will vary significantly from actual results.
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1. Executive Summary

Social Metaverse dApp

Tangled will initially be launched as a dApp for social discovery and interaction. A fresh new
metaverse will be born within Tangled where people from around the world can virtually meet and
socialize with one another.

Tangled is truly innovative and unique primarily due to its decentralized framework. Put another way,
decentralization is at the heart of the Tangled project. We have designed Tangled as a decentralized
social metaverse based on our firm belief that people should have direct ownership and control over
their social activities and creative content.

Tangled will first begin as a social metaverse dApp (“Social Metaverse dApp”) that will have no
central administrator or intermediary that controls the interactions and transactions between people.
The process of exchanging social interaction and/or creative content for tokenized rewards takes
place directly between two users and is DAO-based. Spending time meeting and communicating
with others, producing and sharing social content, as well as paying or receiving rewards to facilitate
these activities are all decentralized and automated on Tangled.

The benefits of such a DAO-based structure are compelling and disruptive. A DAO-based Social
Metaverse App not only gives users more creative freedom and ownership over their social
interaction and content but also allows users to directly collect any revenue generated thereby.
Tangled empowers users to have direct control over creative freedom, ownership and monetization
of their social and creative activities.

Dual-token Economy and NFTs

Tangled will have a decentralized economy operating on a dual-token system powered by
blockchain technology. Two separate tokens - a non-crypto in-app token called “TIME” and a
cryptocurrency token called “TIPO” - will both be used and each will have a distinct role in the
decentralized economy of Tangled.
TIME is an in-app virtual currency that will be transferred between the users in the trade of social
interaction and creative content within the dApp. TIPO is a cryptocurrency token that is
exchangeable with TIME within the dApp and also exchangeable with other currencies on
cryptocurrency exchanges. The two tokens will each play an important part in the entire
monetization process of social interaction and creative content. Having this second cryptocurrency
token of TIPO was necessary for Tangled, because without it, the in-app token of TIME would have
no implicit monetary value.

Another type of digital asset created by Tangled will be NFT Watches called “Tangled Timepieces”.
As explained, they are non-fungible tokens (NFTs). Each Tangled Timepiece will be unique and
specially designed. The entire collection of such Tangled Timepieces will be finite in supply. While a
Tangled Timepiece will have a functional feature within the Tangled dApp, its digital asset element is
far more significant. Tangled Timepieces can be purchased, traded, gifted and even bred into new
Tangled Timepieces. They are scarce digital assets that will be highly priced and appreciated in
value over time. Naturally, an active collectibles market will be formed for the Tangled Timepieces.
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2. Used Terms

The following are some of the terms used in the Tangled.

TIME In-app token (non-crypto)

Seconds Units of TIME

TIPO Cryptocurrency token

Watch Virtual device that can: (1) store TIME, and (2) exchange TIME into TIPO (vice
versa)

In-app Watch A free non-NFT Watch available to all app users

Tangled Timepiece An NFT version of the Watch. Must be purchased on an NFT marketplace

Exchange Cool Time An interval of time required between two separate TIME to TIPO exchanges
conducted on a Watch. After a single TIME to TIPO exchange transaction is made,
this interval of time must elapse for another TIME to TIPO exchange transaction.

Breeding Cool Time An interval of time required between two separate Tangled Timepiece breeding
attempts. After a single attempt of breeding is conducted, this interval of time must
elapse until another breeding attempt.

Random Chat Tangled dApp feature that matches users worldwide for a session of video chat for
up to 120 seconds. Subject to app rules, users are rewarded with TIME after a
Random Chat.

Discovery Tangled dApp feature that allows users to browse other people’s profiles

Paid Calls Tangled dApp feature that allows a user to choose another user and request a video
or audio chat. Subject to app rules, the payment of TIME will be required.

Direct Messaging Tangled dApp feature that allows users to send direct messages to other users
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3.  Tangled Evolution

2-Phase Roadmap: From ‘Talk-and-Earn’ to ‘Create-and-Earn’

Tangled’s evolution will take place in two phases: ① Phase 1. Talk-and-Earn (Tangled v.01); ②
Phase 2. Create-and-Earn (Tangled v.02).

[ Diagram 3.1.  2-Phase Roadmap of Tangled Evolution ]

Phase 1. Talk-and-Earn (Tangled v.01)

A social discovery dApp with a dual-token economy will be created where users will be able to
socially interact with other users and be rewarded directly in a decentralized and automated
manner. Essentially, in phase 1, Tangled will form a metaverse based on a dual-token economy
where people talk and earn.  Tangled in this phase 1 will be referred to as Tangled v.01.

The Tangled Timepieces will also be created as part of the launch of Tangled v.01.

Phase 2.  Create-and-Earn (Tangled v.02)

Within one year of the launch of Tangled v.01, the second phase of the Tangled evolution will
commence. In addition to the existing social discovery features, Tangled app services will be
expanded to allow users to create and publish content on its platform. Likewise, with the application
of the dual-token economy, the creators of the content will be directly rewarded by other users who
access and consume such creative content. Tangled will expand into a metaverse where people
can also create and earn. Tangled in this phase 2 will be referred to as Tangled v.02.
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4. Social Metaverse Services

Talk-and-Earn (Tangled v.01)

[ Diagram 4.1.  Overview of the Talk-and-Earn Services of Tangled v.01 ]

Tangled v.01 is a mobile app that can be downloaded by users all over the globe. It will offer the
excitement of meeting and communicating with new people from different cultures and
backgrounds. The look and feel of the Tangled app have a cool and fresh vibe, with its eye-catching
brand, clean and simple layout, and temptingly designed Watches.

The app’s features and functions are simple and intuitive. Tangled has been thoughtfully designed
so that any user, regardless of cultural background, age or gender, can easily have a fun and
meaningful experience meeting and connecting with new people in a virtual metaverse.

More importantly, however, what makes Tangled truly innovative and unique is that it effectively
creates an economy of social activities where people are rewarded not only with the joy of meeting
and interacting with other people but also with tokens in return for their time.

This new type of social discovery service will be bound to attract an increasing number of people
worldwide who want not only to meet and socialize with others but also to earn tokenized rewards
while doing so.

Four of the main social activity features of Tangled v.01 are (1) Random Chat, (2) Discovery, (3)
Paid Calls and (4) Direct Messaging. Not all social activities will require the token of TIME. Users
can earn TIME through Random Chat, Discovery and Paid Calls. Direct Messaging, on the other
hand, will neither reward TIME nor require the expense of TIME.
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(1) Random Chat

When users first download and join Tangled, they can instantly try the Random Chat feature.
Through Random Chat, a user will be matched with another user to casually chat for free via video
up to 120 seconds.

[ Screenshot 4.1.  Random Chat on Tangled Mobile App ]

The Random Chat feature will match a user with another user based on the app’s complex
algorithm which takes into account each user’s basic information such as location, language,
gender, and others.

Once Random Chat begins, either user is free to end the session any time. However, in order to
receive the in-app token of TIME, the session must have lasted for at least 60 seconds.

After a session of Random Chat is over, each user will be requested to rate the other user. A
feedback page will pop up on the screen asking each user to press a star button. The profiles of
people to whom a user gave a star will be accumulated in a star list on the app.

When both users have finished rating each other, they will be rewarded with the in-app token of
TIME. This in-app token of TIME is counted in the units of Seconds. In short, in a Random Chat,
both users will be rewarded tokens of TIME by the app and no user will be required to expend any
TIME. However, the Seconds of TIME each user receives from the app will be random and may also
differ from each other.

(2) Discovery

The Discovery feature on Tangled allows users to browse other profiles. Rather than being
randomly matched by the app’s algorithm, this allows a user to directly discover and choose people
whom they would like to connect with.
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While a user waits to be matched by the app’s algorithm with another user, the Discovery feature
lets the user swipe through other people’s profiles freely and rate their attractiveness, so that users
actively take the initiative on personal choices. Every single rating conducted by users contributes
to a better building of Tangled community, and also helps keep it vibrant and healthy. A profile will
typically display photos uploaded by the person and some personal information also voluntarily
disclosed by the person. If the user sees another person that particularly interests her/him, she or
he can hit the star button on that person’s profile. The person’s profile will automatically be added to
the user’s star list. The user can later access the star list and reach out to the people listed therein
by either requesting Paid Calls or sending Direct Messages.

(3) Paid Calls (Video Chat)

Through the Paid Calls feature, a user can choose to call another user of his or her choice. A user
can access the star list and send a request for a Paid Call to someone listed therein. In order to use
this feature, the caller (i.e., the calling user) will need to have at least 500 Seconds of TIME stored
in his or her Watch.

[ Screenshot 4.2.  Paid Calls on Tangled Mobile App ]

Paid Calls will not automatically commence upon request by the caller. The receiver (i.e., user
receiving the Paid Call request) must accept the caller’s request. The receiver has the freedom to
review the caller’s profile and accept or reject the request of his or her volition.

Once a Paid Call successfully takes place, per type of call and the length of the call, subject to the
app’s automatic Paid Call functions, Seconds of TIME will immediately be transferred from the
caller’s Watch to the receiver’s Watch. While there are more details to this function, generally
speaking, the caller directly pays the receiver and the receiver directly receives from the caller
tokens of TIME in return for the receiver’s time and social interaction offered to the caller. The
overall reward process is automatic, direct and immediate.
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(4) Direct Messaging

Users also have the option of sending Direct Messages to people on ther star list. Once a message
is sent, it will remain in the receiving user’s inbox for up to 72 hours and will automatically disappear
thereafter.

No Seconds of TIME will be charged in Direct Messaging. However, the users are only limited to
sending text messages. No pictures or videos can be exchanged.

Create-and-Earn (Tangled v.02)

Create-and-Earn
After Tangled v.01, the launch of Tangled v.02 will follow in 2023.

As noted above in the roadmap, Tangled v.02 will be an expanded version of Tangled v.01 with new
additional features that allow users to create and post content on the platform and be directly
rewarded by users that consume and enjoy such content. Tangled will expand into a platform that
allows users to directly monetize their social activities as well as their creative content. Users will
start to create and earn in Tangled v.02.

User Control over Content

Under the network of Tangled, there is no central authority that dictates user content. Tangled
blockchain-powered platform integrates closely with users and builds an infrastructure where users
are afforded a great level of autonomy. As the content on Tangled is not intrusively censored or
monitored by a central authority, Users enjoy the freedom and flexibility to establish their own rules
for the content that they produce. By virtually giving full creative freedom to the users, users will be
able to produce their best content and bring optimal value to other users. This benefits the creating
users, the consuming users and the platform as a whole.

User Control over Monetization

Having control over content also warrants autonomous control over the monetization of content.
Users will have the freedom to determine major aspects of the consumption and monetization of
their content. For instance, users will have control over the visibility of the content and their target
audience. Most notably, users will control the pricing of their content. Similar to powerful influencers
on social media platforms, a user who has a particularly strong following may be able to set a
pricing schedule higher than the standard rates.

Tangled offers a metaverse for users to produce creative content and earn direct rewards therefrom.
Offering control over the monetization of one’s creative content is highly significant because when
users are given control over the creative process and the monetization of content, they are driven to
supply more valuable, entertaining, or informative social content on the Tangled platform. This
enriches the supply of valuable creative content on the Tangled platform and thereby attracts more
users to the platform and induces them to spend more TIME. This is one of the fundamental forces
that drive the platform’s tokenized economy as greater demand for TIME naturally leads to greater
demand for TIPO. User control over the monetization of content benefits the creator (and the
consuming user)  but also benefits the platform’s economy on a macro level.
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5. Duel Token Economy

Significance of the Tangled Economy

3 Elements of Tangled Economy

By utilizing the technologies of blockchain, Tangled creates a decentralized and autonomous
token-based economy that not only exists within the universe of Tangled but operates in conjunction
with systems and parties beyond the boundaries of the dApp.

The three key elements of the economy of Tangled are TIME, TIPO, and Watch.
- TIME is an in-app token used as a reward or payment for social and creative activities on

Tangled. It is a token that only circulates within the perimeters of the Tangled metaverse.
- TIPO is a cryptocurrency token created as the key currency that will circulate within the Tangled

economy.
- Watch is a virtual storage space for TIME within the Tangled multiverse. There are two types of

Watches: an In-app Watch and an NFT Watch called Tangled Timepiece.

Commerce of Social Interaction

Typically in an economy, a trade between two parties can take place when one party has a
commodity, and the other party has a medium of exchange to acquire such commodity. Tangled is
based on the premise that a person’s social and creative activities can be commodified in a virtual
space with the application of blockchain technology. A platform for the commerce of such valuable
albeit intangible commodities is created in the Tangled metaverse.

Within Tangled, the traded commodities are social activities such as human interaction,
communication and connection and creative activities such as videos, writings, art, etc. On the other
hand, the medium of exchange for such commodities are the dual tokens. The two tokens of TIME
and TIPO act as the intermediary instrument or system used to facilitate the trade of social and
creative activities and represent the standards and value of such commodities. Not only is the
application of the two tokens an absolutely necessary building block for the commodification of
social interaction, the two tokens also act as the incentive and stimuli that galvanize a thriving
commerce of social and creative activities.

Commerce of Virtual Assets

While the two tokens of TIME and TIPO essentially function as currency in the Tangled economy,
the Tangled Timepieces, in particular, create an economy for virtual goods.

Tangled Timepieces fall under three levels of groups depending on their degree of scarcity and
amount of price. The three levels are (from low to high) Luxury, High End, and Zenith. There are a
lesser number of Tangled Timepieces as the level goes up. The Tangled Timepieces from the
Luxury level can be purchased on an NFT marketplace. On the other hand, Tangled Timepieces in
the High End and Zenith levels can only be first acquired through the successful breeding of two
lower-level Tangled Timepieces. The odds of successfully breeding a new Tangled Timepiece are
low to begin with and become even lower for the successful breeding of a higher-level Tangled
Timepiece. In sum, higher-level Tangled Timepieces will generally be scarcer, more difficult and
pricier to acquire (or breed) than lower-level Tangled Timepieces.
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Given that the Tangled Timepieces offer real value to the users, and are scarce in supply, the strong
demand for such virtual assets will continue to rise with the growth and evolution of Tangled.
Naturally, the commerce of Tangled Timepiece transactions will grow and boom within the Tangled
metaverse.

Web3 Economy

All of the above types of commerce and trade will be conducted in a decentralized and autonomous
manner within a virtual space and such have been made possible with Tangled’s application of
blockchain technology.

Dual-token Economy: TIME and TIPO

The economy of Tangled runs on a dual-token basis. TIME is the non-crypto in-app token and TIPO
is the cryptocurrency token of Tangled. Each represents a standard of value and acts as a medium
of exchange in its own way in the economy of Tangled.

TIME TIPO

Form Non-crypto Token Cryptocurrency Token

Acquisition Earn TIME by social activities
Exchange TIPO into TIME
Acquire TIME by in-app purchase

Exchange TIME into TIPO
Purchase TIPO on cryptocurrency
exchange

Exchangeability Can only exchange into TIPO Can be exchanged into other crypto or FIAT
currencies

Circulation Circulated only within the Tangled
metaverse

Circulated throughout the Tangled
multiverse
Circulated in the IRL world

Use In-app token traded between users in
Tangled metaverse

Key currency of Tangled multiverse

Storage Watch within the Tangled dApp Cryptocurrency wallet outside the Tangled
dApp

Significance Commodification of social and creative
activities
Medium of exchange for social
interaction and creative content within
the Tangled metaverse

Plays a key role in monetization and
liquidation of rewards from social and
creative activities
Key currency used by third party
enterprises and participants of Tangled
multiverse

[ Table 5.1. Summary of Key Differences between TIME and TIPO ]
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TIME - Tangled’s non-crypto token

TIME is the non-crypto token of Tangled. The unit of TIME is called Seconds.
It only exists and circulates within the Tangled metaverse. It is the primary
currency used between users to reward and pay each other in the trade of
social interaction and creative content.

A user can obtain TIME on the Tangled dApp by socially interacting with other
users or by making and sharing creative content. It is the initial currency used
to reward or pay users for their valuable time spent in social and creative
activities. TIME has virtually made it possible to perceive and utilize an

individual’s personal time as a purchasable commodity with quantifiable value. An economy based
on the supply and need of the commodities of social and creative activities is created with the
in-app currency of Time.

TIPO - Tangled’s cryptocurrency token

TIPO is Tangled’s cryptocurrency token. It differs from TIME in several critical
ways as outlined in the table above. TIPO was created to become the
primary currency that will be circulated in the extended multiverse of Tangled.
As the Tangled Multiverse expands, the number of TIPO holders and the
traffic volume of its transactions will increase exponentially. In anticipation of
the explosive increase of TIPO use, TIPO was particularly created on a
blockchain network capable of handling increasing volumes of massive
transaction traffic in a secure, reliable and fast-paced manner.

The cryptocurrency of TIPO will be built on a blockchain mainnet carefully selected based on the
above consideration. The selected blockchain solution will enable developers to build scalable
user-friendly dApps with low transaction fees without sacrificing security. Essentially, we will adopt a
blockchain solution that is not only compatible with current and future infrastructures of EVM but
also has the benefits of low transaction fees, high transaction performance and superior levels of
network security and stability.

The circulation of TIPO will regularly be monitored by Tangled’s team of developers. If necessary to
promote and protect the interests of the users (and investors) of TIPO, token burning of TIPO will be
conducted in order to adjust its availability and value. The decision to carry out TIPO burning will
either be made by the team of developers or the community of TIPO users.

Importance of TIPO

Monetization of Intangible Commodity

As TIPO is an actual cryptocurrency listed and traded on a cryptocurrency exchange, it plays a key
role in the monetization and liquidation of rewards that users have earned from their social and
creative activities in the Tangled metaverse. As TIPO can be swapped into other cryptocurrencies
and can be liquidated into cash, its existence is the reason users recognize monetary value in the
in-app token of TIME.
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Key Currency of Tangled Multiverse

TIPO is not only an important element of the in-app economy of Tangled but also acts as the link
that connects the in-app economy to the IRL world. Unlike TIME which is restricted within the
metaverse realm of Tangled, people within and also outside the platform of Tangled can use TIPO
as a means of exchange. Thus, the use of TIPO is unlimited.

Increasing Demand and Value of TIPO

Tangled’s social discovery and social content services have been designed to optimize user
experience. Tangled dApp will provide enjoyable and meaningful social interaction and creative
social content as users are monetarily incentivized to produce such commodities in better quality
and in greater frequency and supply. The token reward system is instant, automatic and extremely
effective. An effective reward system is bound to boost the volume and quality of such intangible yet
valuable commodities produced by users.

On the other hand, the system of Tangled is designed to induce users to collect and use more TIME
in order to access and enjoy commodities of social interaction and creative content. A user needs to
spend the currency of TIME in order to fully enjoy Tangled metaverse. TIME can be obtained by
engaging in social activities, acquired by exchanging TIPO, or it can even be purchased with fiat.
What is notable is that, in the Tangled multiverse, not all users are primarily suppliers and/or
creators of social commodities. A larger portion of the users are more of an audience or consumer
group that mainly purchases and consumes social commodities. In fact, while both supplier group
and consumer group will increase as the Tangled multiverse grows, the ratio between two groups
will become greater. Thus, generally the greater portion of users will find it time consuming and
cumbersome to accumulate TIME by solely relying on earning them through social activities on
Tangled.

Naturally, the larger consumer group will (rather than collecting TIME within the dApp) purchase
TIPO on the cryptocurrency exchange in order to obtain a sufficient supply of TIME to consume and
enjoy social interaction and social content on the Tangled dApp. As a result, with a rising demand
for TIPO and a finite supply of TIPO, the value of the TIPO will naturally rise.

Currency Exchange

time ↔ TIME

In Tangled v.01, users of Tangled receive the in-app currency of TIME in return for the time they
spend chatting with others either via video or voice calls using Tangled. Thus, the resource of time
is traded into the platform’s currency called TIME.

TIME ↔ TIPO

TIME can then be exchanged into TIPO, and vice versa
by utilizing the in-app device called Watch.

Other than the brief Exchange Cool Time periods, the
exchange of TIPO into TIME will generally be
unrestricted and unlimited. A user can exchange TIPO
into TIME at any period and any number of times. The
conversion of TIME into TIPO will follow a distinct
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exchange scheme with factors at play such as Exchange Cool Time and Timepiece type. Exchange
Cool Time, as defined under heading no.2 Used Terms, means a certain amount of time that needs
to elapse after one TIME to TIPO transaction before.

TIPO ↔ USDT

TIPO can then be transferred to a
cryptocurrency wallet outside the Tangled
platform. In order to do this, a user’s
Timepiece within the Tangled app must be
connected to an outside cryptocurrency
wallet.

Once TIPO is exchanged and placed in a crypto wallet, it can then be exchanged into stablecoins
such as USDT or any FIAT (or FIAT equivalent) currencies.

[ Screenshot 5.1.  External Cryptocurrency Wallet linked to Tangled Mobile App ]
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Watch

As explained above, a Watch is a virtual device within the Tangled app where
TIME can be stored. It is also used for the exchange of Tangled’s two token
currencies. TIPO to TIME exchanges can be made at any time and any number
of times.

There are two main types of Watches - an In-app Watch and an NFT Watch
called a Tangled Timepiece. While these two categories of Watches share the

same set of basic functions (i.e., storage of TIME and exchange of TIPO/TIME), their differences
are noteworthy. (Note that the Tangled Timepiece and its implications will be separately discussed
in detail under heading no. 6 below.)

In-app Watch (non-NFT)

Each user who joins Tangled will receive one basic In-app Watch. An In-app Watch can be
upgraded up to 9 tiers. A higher tier offers more benefits and advantages to the Watch holder. The
higher the tier, the higher the TIME storage capacity.

[ Screenshot 5.2.  In-app Watch Tier Upgrade ]

An in-app Watch can only be upgraded to a higher tier with the storage and use of TIME. Each tier
requires a certain number of Seconds to be stored in the In-app Watch in order to qualify for a tier
upgrade. There are several ways to acquire TIME. TIME can be earned by social and creative
activities on the app. TIME can be acquired by exchanging TIPO into TIME. Additionally, users will
also have the option to acquire TIME by making an in-app purchase.

Higher tiered in-app Watches have greater functional value compared to lower tiered Watches as
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they have larger TIME storage capacity. Additionally, a higher tiered In-app Watch is a means to
enhance the user’s profile. As the Watch is visibly placed adjacent to the user’s profile pic, it
elevates the general impression of the profile. A user with a high tiered In-app Watch would
generally be perceived as an extremely active and/or attractive user in the Tangled metaverse or a
person with token-purchasing power. For these select few, the In-app Watch enables them to gain
higher community status within the Tangled multiverse.
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6. NFT

NFT Watch, “Tangled Timepieces”

Tangled Timepiece’s virtual existence is fundamentally different from that of an
in-app Watch. They come in entirely different forms and have vastly different
implications. The in-app Watch is an app feature. It is created using computer
programming technology and only exists and functions within the Tangled app
metaverse. Each user receives an In-app Watch when joining the Tangled app.
While an in-app Watch can be upgraded to a higher tier by accumulating the
tokens of TIME, no user will ever own more than one in-app Watch.

On the other hand, the Tangled Timepiece is a cryptographic asset that is
created by way of a non-fungible token on a blockchain. It is a virtual asset created by the
application of blockchain technology. Each Tangled Timepiece must initially be purchased by a
person. All Tangled Timepieces are purchasable with cryptocurrency on an NFT marketplace. Any
person can buy Tangled Timepieces and can own more than one.

Although both share the same basic functions, in that they can both store TIME and process token
exchanges between TIPO and TIME, a Tangled Timepiece’s functional features are generally
superior to those of an in-app Watch. Tangled Timepieces have better features in terms of TIME
storage cap and TIME to TIPO exchange restrictions.

For ease of reference, differences between the two different types of Watches are outlined in the
table below.

In-app Watch Tangled Timepiece

Form of creation Computer program Non-fungible token

TIME storage limit Limit based on Timepiece tier No limit

Number of Time/TIPO
Exchange
Transactions

Limit based on Timepiece tier No limit

TIME to TIPO
exchanges

Exchange Cool Time determined by Timepiece
tier.

Exchange Cool Time determined by Timepiece
class

Acquisition Every user gets a free In-app Watch. Tangled Timepieces traded on NFT marketplaces

Quantity Each user receives one In-app Timepiece only. Other than the supply limit, no restriction to the
number of NFT Timepieces a person can own.

Breeding N/A Tangled Timepieces in the higher levels are
created by breeding two lower-level Tangled
Timepieces.

Total Supply N/A Total pool of Tangled Timepieces is limited to
10,000.

[ Table 6.1.  Key Differences between In-app Watch and Tangled Timepiece ]
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10,000 NFTs

Tangled Timepieces are built on Ethereum’s ERC-721 standard. Accordingly, each ERC-721 based
Tangled Timepiece is unique and immutable.

Only a total of 10,000 Tangled Timepieces will be minted. The Tangled Timepieces will be divided
into three different classes based on price range and rarity. However, each will have a significant
design and look, and no two Tangled Timepieces will be the same. Thus, every Tangled Timepiece
is inherently and structurally a collectible asset due to its uniqueness.

[ Screenshot 6.1.  Three Groups of Tangled Timepieces ]

Collect, Gift, Sell, or Breed

Each Tangled Timepiece (except for newly bred Tangled Timepieces) must initially be purchased on
an NFT market place. Technically, anyone can purchase a Tangled Timepiece. In fact, being a
Tangled app user is not a requisite in acquiring a Tangled Timepiece.

People can collect and own the Tangled Timepieces as virtual assets that continue to rise in value.
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People can also freely gift or resell the Tangled Timepiece to other people.

Additionally, Tangled Timepieces can be bred to create new Tangled Timepieces. The newly bred
Tangled Timepiece will be separate and different from the two originally combined Tangled
Timepieces. Naturally, since newly bred Tangled Timepieces are only obtainable under a certain
probability, such offspring will be rarer, more coveted and thus higher priced in the NFT market.

After a breeding attempt is made (whether successful or unsuccessful), a 24-hour period of
Breeding Cool Time must elapse before another breeding can be attempted. However, there will
also be the option to skip this Breeding Cool Time by paying a certain amount of TIPO.

Character Universe and Backstory

The adorably illustrated virtual characters that live and grow in Timepieces are called “Juicyfurs”.
Tangled Timepieces being fundamentally non-fungible, naturally, each of the Juicyfurs in Tangled
Timepieces will be uniquely designed and one of a kind.

We invented a fictional universe in which Juicyfurs exist particularly for the community of Tangled
Timepiece holders. An engaging backstory of where Juicyfurs came from and how they were
brought to life was also created. The story centers around a protagonist called Juan Hamon, known
as the coolest man to walk the earth, and a certain watch which happened to be Juan Hamon’s
most beloved possession. This backstory of Juicyfur and its fictional universe will be available on
Tangled’s website.

[ Screenshot 6.2.  Webpage for Juicyfur Backstory ]
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7. Initial Token Distribution

Token Issuance and Allocation

TIPO will have a finite supply of 3 billion (3,000,000,000) tokens. The token allocation is anticipated
to be broken down as the following table.

Allocation
TIPO

Percentage Amount

Early Investors 9% 270,000,000

Strategic Partners 5% 150,000,000

Tangled to Earn 43% 1,290,000,000

Eco-system 11% 330,000,000

Initial Liquidity 1% 30,000,000

Advisors 3% 90,000,000

Team 18% 540,000,000

Marketing 10% 300,000,000

Total 100% 3,000,000,000

[ Table 7.1.  Breakdown of TIPO Allocation ]

The TIPOs allocated to the team and advisors of Tangled will be subject to lock-up periods. They
will be subject to strict monitoring for malicious use.

11% of TIPO supply (i.e., 330,000,000 TIPOs) will be allocated to the Tangled ecosystem. Such a
percentage of TIPO supply will be available to Tangled users and other participants of the Tangled
economy. Further, as the Tangled ecosystem evolves and expands, it is expected that TIPO will be
further used by third party developers, other service or tech companies that seek to utilize the
Tangled platform. TIPO will be the primary currency circulating in the Tangled ecosystem. TIPO will
run through the veins of the Tangled multiverse to keep the platform integrated and alive.
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8. Technology

Blockchain

Tangled will begin as a Social Metaverse dApp. Such being the case, in addition to prioritizing
security and reliability, factors such as scalability, the level of throughput and cross-chain
compatibility were taken into consideration in building the blockchain-powered system of Tangled.
Based on these factors, an optimal blockchain mainnet will be carefully chosen to securely record
token ownership and token transactions for TIPO and Tangled Timepieces in a fast and economic
way. Our blockchain solution and protocols for TIPO and Tangled Timepieces will be disclosed on
our website and updated to this whitepaper.

System Security and Reliability

Setting up a secure and reliable system was a top priority during the development stages of TIPO
and Tangled Timepieces. Hence, blockchain technology was utilized for enhanced security and
reliability.

Specifically, we have implemented the following technologies in order to create a more secure and
reliable metaverse for the benefit of all participants of the Tangled ecosystem.

- OAuth/OpenID which is commonly used off-chain is backed up with the authentication
system of an excellent security provider.

- Off-chain random keys detect and block access from unauthorized, ill-intentioned users.
- Continuous system logging analyzes user patterns in order to detect and prevent malicious

actions.

Additionally, we retained an independent third party company with top industry experts to procure
auditing services. The auditing company has reviewed and audited our smart contracts. The results
of this audit will be disclosed to the public.

(1) Tangled v.01

We have implemented the following in Tangled v.01.

- Secure Transactions: All transactions are securely processed with the utilization of
blockchain technology. Further, data is stored on decentralized network nodes and this
enables the system to effectively respond to security threats such as cyberattacks.

- Processing Efficiency: We will choose a blockchain solution that will allow scalability and
throughput to be achieved at significantly faster speed and at much lower costs than the
Ethereum mainnet. Our blockchain solution will be a more accessible and economic
alternative to Ethereum for the processing of small amount transactions. Further, our
chosen blockchain mainnet will be interoperable with numerous other compatible chains
and their dApps. Such strength will be one of the key elements that empower Tangled to
expand into a Web3 Multiverse Platform.

- System Scalability: A serverless architecture based on cloud services has been adopted.
Such architecture allows Tangled to flexibly respond to system expansions or reductions
according to user traffic dynamics. Also structural changes are promptly applied in the cloud
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architecture. This leads to faster updates in the system compared to on-premise server
based systems.

- System Persistence: Achieving system persistence by implementation of continuous
integration / continuous deployment system. Also high-coverage test codes help to
maintain the stability of the system. With 24-hour server indicator monitoring we aim to
provide uninterrupted service to our users.

(2) Tangled v.02

We will achieve the following in Tangled v.02.

- UX optimization: User-friendly content production processing and publishing system
implementation and continuous optimization through researching user experiences in UGC
creation to consumption cycle activities.

- NFT projections: Newer needs for social clubs regarding features and user base will arise
with the expansion of Tangled Metaverse. Our NFT social club will take on more features
related to web-RTC, VR and AR to bring our NFT community members a more life-like
experience in their prestigious club.

[ Diagram 8.1.  Overview of the Tangled Platform’s Overall System Architecture ]
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9. Conclusion

Our vision is clear. We aim to create a Tangled as a Social Metaverse dApp. We strongly believe
that Tangled will solve critical pain points and bring important value needed at this time.

By launching Tangled as a Social Metaverse dApp we intend to establish a decentralized, automatic
and transparent way of trading social interaction and creative content for monetary rewards. We
plan to give the people power and control over monetization of their social and creative activities
through the blockchain-powered system of Tangled. With the use of dual tokens and dApp features
of Tangled, anyone and everyone will be able to receive direct rewards in proportion to the social
interaction and creative content they provide.

Next, we will push the evolution of Tangled into Create-and-Earn which is expandable and
interconnectable with creators. By entering our metaverse and joining Tangled’s TIPO economy and
DAO-based system, participants will be able to successfully and time-appropriately adjust to the
Web3 paradigm shift. From a greater perspective, the launch and evolution of Tangled will be a
meaningful contribution to the mass adoption of Web3.

While Tangled may exist in a space that is utterly virtual, as established herein, the value that
Tangled brings to our world is undeniably real and substantial. With deep excitement and pride, we
are eager to finally introduce Tangled to the world.

Time to get Tangled.
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10. Team

Core members of Tangled Team

Jin Suk Park - CEO
Co-founder of Neowiz
Neowiz IPO
Co-founder and CEO of SQUALL
Successfully sold SQUALL to Krafton via M&A
KAIST Computer Science Dept.

Jisu Shin - Executive Vice President
Co-founder of SQUALL
Successfully sold SQUALL to Krafton via M&A
NHN Game Business Dept.
Netmarble Game Business Dept.
KIMKISA LAB Partner

Hyojin Park - COO
Vonvon Global Market Development
NHN Game Business Dept.
Neowiz Global Game Dept.
Samsung C&T Corporation Global Business Team
KAIST Bio-science Dept.

Moo Min - Chief Designing Officer
Kakao Entertainment designer
LINE Plus Designer
Snow Designer
LINE Financial Senior Designer
Styleshare Lead Designer

Edward Lee - Chief Technology Officer
footplr Co-founding Member
Successfully exited from footplr
Vonvon Software Engineer
Seoul National University Computer Engineering Dept.
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Paul Cho - Business Strategy Director
Senior Secretary at National Assembly of the Republic of Korea
Seoul National University Chinese language & Literature Dept.

Noah Kim - Backend Engineer
Samsung Electronics Big Data Center
Nexon Mobile Game Dept.
Seoul National University Computer Engineering Dept

Anna Joo - Frontend Engineer
LINE iOS Developer
Dundin Studio Founder
KAIST Computer Science Dept.

Tedd Kim - Senior Engineer
Neowiz Software Engineer
Bugs Software Engineer

SpurSell CTO

Henson Kim - Backend Engineer
Netmarble Software Engineer
SAP Software Engineer
Seoul National University Computer Engineering Dept.

JASON PARK - Frontend Engineer
LG CNS Software Engineer
Seoul National University Computer Engineering Dept.

KEN YU - Backend Engineer

SKT Cloud Transformation Center Software Engineer
Seoul National University Computer Engineering Dept.
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Hailey LEE - Product Designer
LINE Product Designer
Styleshare Brand Designer

ELLA KIM - Brand Designer
Styleshare Brand Designer

DAVE KIM - Product Designer
Kakao Product Designer

SONG YUN - Management Support
SQUALL Management Support Team Leader
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